Instructions for using the Classroom Audio/Video
Equipment
20 September 2018

The equipment attached to the TV cart is ready for use. Don’t disconnect or
tamper with any of the cables attached to the computer or to the two
speakers.
Confirm that the letter on the translucent plastic equipment box you have retrieved
from the storage room is the same as the letter on the computer attached to the TV cart
in your classroom. The keyboard and mouse contained in the box should be labeled
with this same letter as well.

Startup
Press the ON/OFF button on the upper right corner of the TV remote control. The red
light on the front panel of the TV will be replaced by a green light.
Press the ON/OFF Button on the right rear corner of the computer. Observe the small
white light on the right end of the front face of the computer.
Once the computer has started, you should see the Apple LOGON screen displayed on
the TV. If not, press the INPUT button at the upper left corner of the remote and then
manipulate the arrow keys to select the TV input channel labeled HDMI-1.

INPUT

ON/OFF

The keyboard communicates with the computer wirelessly. If you see a message on the
screen announcing that no keyboard is connected, press the button on the right end of
the keyboard to reestablish communication. If the error message persists, install two
new AA batteries in the battery compartment on the left end of the keyboard. Insert the
plus (+) end first.

OFF <-> ON

Now move the OFF <-> ON slider on the underside of the Mouse to the ON position
(observe the green area to the left of the slider). If you see no mouse pointer on the TV
screen replace the batteries in the mouse.
The home screen is shown below:
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The grey block-shaped region at the bottom of the home screen is called the Dock. Each
icon on the Dock represents an application; icons for the four applications used most
frequently in LLC classes are shown below. The three on the left are Internet browsers:
Chrome, Firefox, and Safari. The one on the right is Preview, the application that
displays PDF files.

The thin gray bar across the top of the home screen is called the Menu Bar. At the left
end is the familiar Apple logo. Next to this appears the name of the application that is
active at the moment. The application name, plus the several labels to its right (“File”,
“Edit”, “View”, “Help”) identify drop-down menus containing commands pertinent to
the active application.
Most presenters will bring a flash drive containing slides they intend to present. Insert
this flash drive into the free end of the USB extension cable attached to the support
column to the left of the computer. Now look for an icon identifying the flash drive on
the home screen. Double-click on this icon to display a list of the files on the flash drive.
Click on the file to be displayed and the appropriate application will start automatically.
Once the presentation is completed the flash drive should be removed. To do so without
endangering the data on the drive right-click on the flash drive icon and select “Eject
xxx” (where xxx is the name assigned to the flash drive). Alternatively, drag the flash
drive icon onto the Trash bin icon at the right end of the Dock.
The external CD/DVD drive is used to play movies or music. Plug the drive cable into
one of the USB ports on the back of the computer. Insert the CD or DVD disc into the slot
on the front of the drive. An application that plays the music or movie will start up
automatically.
To play online videos, soundtracks, etc., click on one of the browser icons. Two popular
sites for videos, YouTube and TED, are listed on the Favorites bar of all three browsers.

Shutdown
Don’t press the power button – doing so may cause the computer to start up
incorrectly the next time it is used. The proper procedure is presented below.
First close down all active applications. To do so, click on the little red dot in the upper
left corner of each application’s window. When all active applications have been shut
down you will see an empty home just as displayed on the previous page.
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Now click on the Apple logo at the left end of the Menu bar at the top of the screen, and
from the menu that drops down select the second-to-last option: Shut Down.
Place the keyboard, mouse, CD/DVD drive, TV remote and these instructions in the
plastic equipment box. Return the box to the rack in the storage room.
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